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SM1. Illustration of a linked GaSP of two computer models with independent designs.
This illustration is the modification of the ilustration 2 in subsection 6.1.2. We take the same
two functions, f(x) = sin(πx) in the domain x ∈ [−1, 1] and g(z) = cos(5z) in the domain
z ∈ [−1, 1].

Model f(x) has been evaluated at 6 training input points (as before in subsection 6.1.2) x,
resulting in f(x). The difference is that now we choose points z independently of the design
for model f , to make a design for the emulator gM (·). We take 6 equally spaced desing points
from −0.95 to 0.95. Model g is evaluated at z. The simulators, along with their designs and
constructed type 2 GaSP emulators are shown in Figure SM1.
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Figure SM1. Independent emulators constructed for two test functions: f(x) on the left panel and g(x) on
the right. Each emulator is an interpolator at its design points. The dark green lines are the emulator means.
The pink lines are the true functions. The green shaded regions correspond to the emulators areas encompassed
by 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the emulators. The circles on the plots correspond to the design points which
were used to fit the emulators.

The linked GaSP methodology allows to link such models. The resulting linked GaSP is
shown on Figure SM2. As can be seen no computer model data are observed from the system
of models (thus with no composite emulator to be constructed), however, the (accurate) linked
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Figure SM2. Linked GaSP of a system of simulators.
The dark green line is the emulator mean. The pink line is the true function. The green shaded region
corresponds to the emulator area encompassed by 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles of the emulator. Circles on the plot
correspond to sequentially obtained design points {x, (g ◦ f)(x)}.

emulator, approximation to a composite model, is constructed.
The composite emulator is not available, since there are no data available to construct

such an emulator.

SM2. Linked emulator with multivariate GaSP. GaSP emulator gM (·) of the model g at
any new d-dimensional input given pairs of model observations {z,g(z)} and GaSP parameters
θg is (4).

Suppose linking an emulator gM (·, . . . , ·) with multivariate emulator fMj (·) of simulators
fj for coordinates j ∈ b, . . . , d is of interest. Let first b− 1 coordinates are not related to the
linking of emulators.

Let a multivariate GaSP for coordinates j ∈ b, . . . , d, a GaSP emulator fMb:d(·) of simulators
fj

fMb:d(·) ∼ GaSP(µ∗fb:d(·),Σ(·, ·)).(SM1)

This is such that for any new input ub:d to fMb:d(u
b:d)

fMb:d(u
b:d) ∼ N(µ∗fb:d(u

b:d),Σ(ub:d,ub:d)),

where µ∗fb:d(u
b:d) = (µ∗fb(u

b), . . . , µ∗fd(u
d)) is a vector of means. Σ(ub:d,ub:d) is such that

diag(Σ(ub:d,ub:d)) = (σ∗2fb (ub), . . . , σ∗2fd (ud)) = σ∗2fb:d(u
b:d).

Theorem SM2.1. Let gM with given parameters θg = (β, σ2, {δj}j=1,...,d, η) be a type 1
GaSP emulator of a simulator g exercized at training input points z, i.e. gM (·) as in (4).
Suppose the mean is linear in the bth cooordinate of an input z′, so that the mean is h(z′)β =
β0 + β1z

′
b. Let the gM (·) GaSP correlation function smoothness parameters αj of coordinates

j ∈ b, . . . , d be equal to 2. For j ∈ b, . . . , d let fMb:d be a multivariate emulator of a multivariate
simulator fb:d, corresponding to coordinates j = b, . . . , d of the input to the simulator g, i.e.
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Table SM1
Range of ratios of twice the inverse of squared range parameters of inputs to model puff to the marginal

variances of corresponding emulators of bent outputs.

Ratio plumeMax plumeMin plumeHwidth AshLogMean AshLogSdev

Min 1563 2533 3380 8436 2776
Max 3502 7892 11844 4413190 1851116

fMb:d(·) as in (SM1). Then the mean Eξ and variance Vξ of the linked emulator ξ of the coupled
simulator (g ◦ (fb:d))(u) are

Eξ = β0 + β1µ
∗
fb

(ub) +
m∑
i=1

ai

b−1∏
j=1

exp

(
−
(
|uj − zij |

δj

)αj)
(2π)

d−b+1
2

√
detMNzib:d(µ

∗
fb:d

(ub:d),M + Σ(ub:d,ub:d)),

(SM2)

Vξ = σ2(1 + η) + β2
0 + 2β0β1µ

∗
fb

(ub) + β2
1(σ∗2fb (ub) + (µ∗fb(u

b))2)− (Eξ)2+(2π)d−b+1 detM

m∑
k,l=1

(alak − σ2{Cz−1}k,l)
b−1∏
j=1

e
−
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δj

)αj
+

(
|uj−zlj |

δj

)αj)

Nzkb:d (zlb:d, 2M) Nµ∗fb:d
(ub:d)

(
zkb:d + zlb:d

2
,
M

2
+ Σ(ub:d,ub:d)

))
+

2 (2π)
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2

√
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m∑
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b−1∏
j=1
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(
−
(
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(β0 + β1m

i
1)

Nzib:d

(
µ∗fb:d(u

b:d),M + Σ
(
ub:d,ub:d

))
,

(SM3)

where matrix M = 2 · diag(δ−2
b , . . . , δ−2

d ) and in general Nx(µ,Σ) denotes a normal den-
sity of vector x with mean µ and covariance Σ, a = (a1, . . . , am)T = C−1

z (gM(z) −
h(z)β); V = (Σ(ub:d,ub:d)−1 + M−1)−1 and mi

1 is the first element of the vector mi =

V
(

Σ(ub:d,ub:d)−1µ∗fb:d(u
b:d) +M−1zib:d

)
.

SM2.1. Analysis on multivariate linking of bent and puff. If Σ(·, ·) produces a diagonal
matrix, multivariate model reduces to an independent scenario, keeping the same marginal
variances. Analysis of expressions for the mean shows that the difference in dependent and
independent cases is in the following set of distributions Nzibd

(sb:d,M + Σ) (dependent) and

Nzibd
(sb:d,M + diag(Σ)) (independent), where diag(Σ) is the diagonal matrix of Σ.

In bent and puff the ratios of diag(M)
diagΣ , i.e. ratios of twice the inverse of squared range

parameters of model puff to the marginal variances of corresponding bent emulators, where
diagΣ are variances of predictive distributions obtained from independent bent GaSPs of
outputs plumeMax, plumeMin, plumeHwidth, AshLogMean and AshLogSdev, are summarized
in Table SM1. For all of the 1000 test points, the described ratio is calculated and the range
of corresponding ratios are presented.

According to the expressions for the linked mean (SM2) and linked variance (SM3), Σ has
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not much weight compared to M . The expressions would be “disturbed” very little through
changes in the densities of corresponding distributions. This provides insight on possible
performance of the multivariate linking compared to the independent scenario. Numerical
differences in the multivariate and independent linking of bent and puff should be expected
negligible.
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